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Customs Administration of the Netherlands
security and safety
fiscal protection   Economic protection
product safety and the protection of health, the economy and the environment
The Netherlands

1,300 km (800 miles) 350 million Consumers
350 km (220 miles) 220 million Consumers
500 km (300 miles) 160 million Consumers
The Tension for Customs

- Protect the EU
- Support EU Competitiveness
- Protect society
- Protect EU financial interest
- Protect against terrorism & crime
- Protect the business environment
- Facilitate trade
- Provide quality custom service
- Facilitate trade
- Provide quality custom service
Not one world of trade & logistics
Cooperation and collaboration: WHY?

• decrease interference in the supply chain
• decrease administrative and procedural burdens
• to learn more about each other
• strive to maximize transparency
• customs is a partner for business
• trade facilitation
• improvement of supervision
• it's in our nature
Customs-Business Consultation  HOW?

discussions based on transparency, joint efforts, equality

A. Plenary group – strategic level

B. Subgroups for expertise:  * Legal & enforcement
                          * Jointly Pre-defined mid-term topics
                          * Information Management

WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement (2013):
by simplify customs procedures, realizing less opportunity for corruption related to the import and export of goods.

National Trade Facilitation Committee: dialogue with trade
Customs-Business Consultation    WHO?

* Enforcement Agencies

* Business associations
  (coverage of all partners in the customs related supply chain)

- shippers
- importers and exporters
- airlines
- handling companies
- shipping lines
- shipping agents
- stevedores
- logistic service providers
- customs brokers
Customs-Business Consultation  WHAT?

* service level of customs
* general questions on execution of law
* planning the implementation of new legislation
* exchange of best and bad practices
* exchange of views on implementation of new legislation
* planning of changes in automated systems and software
* enforcement level and strategy
* where needed: explanation on the reason for control levels
Tri-partite Cooperation

Customs-Business-Academia

• Execution
• Education
• Innovation – Research – Development
MINOR: CUSTOMS MANAGEMENT IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

THINK BIGGER

FONTYS School of Technology and Logistics

EXECUTIVE MASTER IN CUSTOMS AND SUPPLY CHAIN COMPLIANCE

Combining safety, security and sustainability with compliance and efficiency in international trade.

UNIQUE CONTENT FOR LEADERS IN CUSTOMS AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Do you want to learn how to put knowledge from customs regulations, supply chain management, and logistics with information compliance into practice? It all comes together in RSM’s Executive Master in Customs and Supply Chain Compliance programme. Customs leaders learn to combine these topics to better understand and collaborate with businesses and inspection services.

INNOVATIVE AND PRACTICAL

The world of customs agencies is changing. Innovative developments from customs authorities to collaborations with other inspections and business. There is a general trend towards regulatory compliance rather than command and control, facilitated by information systems. You will interact with the current issues with different stakeholders and gain a response for current and new knowledge.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

You will benefit from the programme’s unique content, which is built on the strengths of faculties from three universities: Erasmus University Rotterdam, Delft University of Technology and Eindhoven University of Technology. Each conducts forward-looking research, which you will use to examine the most recent insights.

The business school that thinks and lives in the future

RSM

Erasmus University

ROTTERDAM SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
ERASMUS UNIVERSITY
Tri – partite collaboration:

Customs is partner / advisor in Trade based supply chain research projects

- safety & security
  - optimizing the supply chain
- improvement of customs supervision
- single window development
- technology development
Goal:

* to execute supervision within our strategic pillars:
  
  Trust – Risk Based – High Level of Service
  
  * Innovation

* to identify models in which customs formalities and supervision for legitimate trade are fully aligned with business logistics
Facilitation & Supervision in the Netherlands Customs - Trade - Academia
a joint effort!